HI-MACS® Decks Out the Beauty Salon
Vanitas Espai in Barcelona

In renovating the beauty salon Vanitas Espai, in Barcelona, the starting point for the interior design
studio Cm2 Disseny was to create a stylized environment with a clean elegance that would also be
inviting. To do this, HI-MACS® acrylic stone was selected as the optimal material, becoming an essential
piece that fitted in perfectly with the space as a whole.

Vanitas Espai is located in the heart of the iconic Eixample district, one of the liveliest commercial
and recreational areas in Barcelona. The salon reopened this year after a painstaking renovation project
by the interior designers Cristina Caballero and Clara Lleal, from the firm Cm2 Disseny.

To bring the project to life, the designers needed a material that was versatile and elegant, with firstrate hygienic properties, and that would at the same time combine harmoniously with the other elements
chosen, such as iron and wood. It was also essential that it would fit in with the tiles, designed by
Marcel Wanders, from the Italian firm Ceramica Bardelli, which served as the guiding theme of the
project. HI-MACS®, in Alpine White, was the material chosen, thanks to the infinite design possibilities
it offers, among other reasons. The result is an elegant, comfortable space where clients can enjoy a
pleasant atmosphere while receiving their beauty treatments.
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A prominent feature of the salon is its stage-like feel, dominated by a large, sculptural mirror that stands
on the floor which is lit with LEDs. As the interior designers explain, “white curtains have been installed
at the back of the hairdressing area to intensify the stage-like effect.” As a result Vanitas Espai’s clients
become the main stars as they are being advised by the beauty and personal care consultants.

The space has been divided into five sections: reception, manicure and pedicure area, washing
room, hairdressing areas, and private treatment rooms, with a fluid connection that provides a
relaxed atmosphere overall. Each zone has a defined function and a defined area, although one
common aspect that unites them is the natural wood flooring, which also imbues the space with
warmth. This was the premises’ original flooring, and it was decided to preserve it due to the overall
effect it gives the space.
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A reception that oozes elegance
The establishment’s reception and waiting area welcomes clients into a space lined with tiles and a
window box with a trailing plant providing a touch of natural freshness. The front of the reception desk
was created using 12-mm HI-MACS® Alpine White, where the ornamental motif from the tiles has
been reproduced in relief and on a larger scale, setting the tone for the establishment’s unique and
exclusive identity. The texture given to the surface was possible thanks to the properties of HIMACS®, which has the appearance of stone, but can be manipulated using the same tools as in
woodworking.

As a personal touch, the front wall of the imposing reception area has been decorated with framed
photos of styles created at Vanitas, complementing the dark brown sofa from the firm Crearte
Collections.
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A unique display area
To achieve an evocative space which is used for selling products, a display panel was designed
featuring clear glass shelves backlit with LED lights, with a background of cream-colored textile paper.
Cm2 Disseny thus managed to create an area with great warmth, where each of the items displayed
stands out.

Two functions, one piece of furniture
Descending a short flight of stairs takes you to the personal care (manicure and make-up) area,
where the central element is a unique table made from HI-MACS®. The designers define this table
as a transformative piece of furniture, since it fulfills two functions in just one piece. Thanks to its design,
which includes a mirror at the back, the table can be used as a hairdressing table as well as a table for
doing manicures, depending on the service being offered to the clients at any given time.

The versatile acrylic stone was drilled at four points to insert two lamps, with bronze-painted iron feet,
and two table legs, made from the same bronze painted material. These also serve a decorative
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purpose, as they are used as orchid vases. Following the color theme, the nail polish display case was
covered with a metal sheet in a bronze finish that is backlit to highlight this area.

Custom-made furniture
All the furnishings in Vanitas Espai were designed by Cm2 Disseny and custom made by the carpenters
Ideas & Ambientes. This includes, for example, the essential multi-use carts where HI-MACS®
reappears as a key material. Like the table mentioned above, the top of these carts has been drilled to
hold a bronze-painted iron leg that acts as a vase and support for hanging up bags. Clients can also
rest their personal objects, coffee, tea, or other drinks on the carts.
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A film-worthy hairdressing area
Always maintaining the tiles as the guiding theme, next comes the washing area, framed by the
enveloping black color of the walls and furniture. These elements mark the entrance to the area
specifically dedicated to hairdressing, where there is the strongest sense of the stage-like feel of
Vanitas.
The space opens up, turning into a dramatic hairdressing area decorated with imposing round mirrors,
ideal for ensuring clients can see the transformation of their looks. The room is lit with a large white
Snoob lamp from the firm Karman.
The perfect combination of materials has thus played a key role in the remodeling of this space. In
particular, thanks to its uniform surface with no visible seams and excellent hygienic properties, it was
possible to adapt HI-MACS® acrylic stone to the needs and meet the demands of Vanitas Espai in
Barcelona, without having to sacrifice any part of its elegant and welcoming personality.
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PROJECT REFERENCES

Project: Vanitas Espai, Barcelona, Spain
Client: Vanitas Espai. Beauty salon
Designers: Cm2 Disseny www.cm2disseny.com - Cristina Caballero and Clara Leal
HI-MACS® supplier: Gabarró Hermanos
Material: HI-MACS® Alpine White S028 12mm www.himacs.eu
Tiles: Ceramica Bardelli with design by HI-MACS® Alpine White S028 12mm Marcel Wanders
Custom-made furnishings: designed by Cm2 Disseny and fabricated by Ideas & Ambientes
HI-MACS® fabricator: Ideas & Ambientes www.ideasyambientes.com
Furniture: Regento Bench sofa from Crearte Collections
Photos: © Felipe Mena
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HI-MACS® by LG Hausys
www.himacs.eu
HI-MACS® is a solid surface material that can be moulded into any shape. It is widely used for architectural and
interior applications, such as sculptural and high performance wall-cladding or kitchen, bathroom and furniture
surfaces, in commercial, residential and public space projects. It is composed of acrylic, natural minerals and
pigments that come together to provide a smooth, non-porous and visually seamless surface which meets the
highest standards for quality, aesthetics, fabrication, functionality and hygiene – offering manifold advantages over
conventional materials.
HI-MACS® provides limitless possibilities for surfacing solutions and inspires creative minds from all over the world.
Zaha Hadid, Jean Nouvel, Rafael Moneo, Karim Rashid and David Chipperfield, among others, have
completed fabulous projects using HI-MACS®, from kitchens to bathrooms, including decorative items, in hotels as
well as in museums, shopping centres and on external façades.
LG Hausys’ HI-MACS® uses a simple heating process to give three-dimensional thermoplastic forming capabilities,
allows visually seamless designs, offers a virtually limitless range of colours and – for some shades - exhibits a
special translucency when exposed to light. Although HI-MACS® is almost as robust as stone, it can be worked in
a similar way as wood: it can be sawn, routed, drilled or sanded.
HI-MACS® is manufactured using a new generation technology, the thermal cure. The temperature reached
during the manufacturing process sets HI-MACS® apart from other solid surfaces and creates a denser, even more
homogeneous, sturdy, durable surface – with a better resistance and superior thermoforming performance.
As regards hygiene, HI-MACS® does not absorb humidity, is highly resistant to stains, and is easy to clean, maintain
and repair.
Countless internationally recognized certificates attest to the quality of HI-MACS® in terms of ecological
commitment, hygiene and fire resistance – being the first Solid Surface in the market to receive the official
European Technical Approval (ETA) for façades – for Alpine White S728 colour.
HI-MACS® offers the longest warranty on the solid surface market with a 15-year warranty for products fabricated
by a Quality Club Member.

HI-MACS®. Because Quality Wins.
For more information and to stay connected, visit our website and our newsroom.

Let’s connect!

* HI-MACS® is designed and produced by LG HAUSYS, a world leader in the technology sector belonging to LG
Group, and distributed by LG HAUSYS EUROPE based in Frankfurt (Germany).
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